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COLIN WILLIAMS

Beside Still Waters
The sun had just begun to set as they drove to the side of the
highway and stopped. Brad stepped out, went a round to the other
side of the car and opened the door for Dierdre. Everything was just
as he h ad remembered it. Funny, h e thought, how one could hold a
m ental picture so perfectly for eight years. H e wished that he had
come h ere alone, that h e had left Dierdre at the motel and had driven
out here by himself. However, here she was, dressed like any young
woman on a Florida honeymoon ; looking and acting like . . . like
the car she had talked him into buying; costly, gaudy.
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"What is this place to you, anyway, Brad? Why did we just have
to come here? I didn't even have time to fix my makeup ." H er voice
gra ted on his mind like sand. He h ated her, h ated her because she
was here, in this place, and had no right to be.
" Nothing, just a place that I used to frequent on vacations when
I was in school. I just wanted to see it again, while I was here. I've
never had the money to come back, since I landed in New York."
He lied uneasily, hoping that she wouldn't dig too far. He started
to walk toward the ocean. Dierdre followed, complaining all the way.
"Brad, do we have to go any farther? I'll get sand in my shoes."
"Oh, for Christ's sake! Take them off or stay in the car. I'm going
down to the water!" His voice was sharp and bitter.
"Don't shout at me! I'm not your whipping boy." Dierdre was
having a hard time in the deep sand with her spike heels. It gave
Brad some perverse pleasure to quicken his stride. What a h ell of a
way to start a marriage, Brad thought. Jesus, how do I get myself
into these things? Why?
Why? This was a question that Brad had asked himself many,
many times before. That was the reason that h e had come to this
place, where he and Clive Thompson had spent their last day together.
H e stood gazing out across the water, into the sun. The searing redness
of it burned into his eyes, and he remembered.
II
"It's all over, isn't it?" Clive looked as if someone had just slapped
him, for a reason h e couldn't understand. His h andsome dark eyes
were brimming, glistening in the dim ca ndle-light of the restaurant
where he and Brad had eaten every Friday evening since they had
met, nearly a year ago. Brad looked at his plate, wishing that the Kid
wouldn't be so damned intense about it. It had been coming for
weeks-the Kid should have realized it. This sort of thing never
lasted, for very long, anyway. The Kid should have known, but something-or someone-kept saying that the Kid couldn't h ave. The Kid
-was too young, too green, to realize that you couldn't fight what was,
had been and always would be. He hoped now that h e could say the
right thing, to give the Kid some kind of help. He looked up, afraid
to speak, lest he say something that would set the Kid off-he wasn't
too emotionally stable. He had seen just such people fold under the
strain of what was coming.
"Kid, it is over. It always ends something like this. I don't know
why-I'd like for it to have gone on. I don't want it to end, believe
me. I'd do anything to stop it, but I can't. I've seen what happens
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when people in our circumstances try to hold onto something that
isn' t theirs any longer. They wind up hating each other-and hating
themselves. After a certain point, it just isn't any good any longer. It
only begins to destroy what good memories are left of the original,
the real experience. I didn't make it that way-I'm not God-I ... "
H e stopped and lowered his gaze again. The Kid was sitting across
from him, puzzled and deeply hurt. That was his trouble-he had
always been too easily hurt. He wasn't strong-at least not strong
enough to play with his mind.
"All right-it's all gone. Nothing left. So where do we pick up?
What do we do with the pieces? I know I'm green, all right! OK, so
what the hell, am I supposed to walk out of here tonight, and act
like nothing had ever happened? Just walk out and, when I see you
tomorrow, smile a friendly smile and say 'hello,' and go on and on,
pretending? Is that the way out? If it is, I don't want it. I don't want
any part of that sort of lie. Make it true, or don't bother. I'll figure
something out by myself."
Here we go, here we go right to the third ward, Brad shuddered.
Keep it up, Kid, and we'll both end up in strait-jackets. Oh God
... Jesus! Why do I let myself in for these things? Why do I do it
over and over again? Brad struggled with his mind, trying to clear
as much as possible of his brain to grasp something, anything, that
might help both of them. "Kid, when you hit that dog last summer,
just after we bought the car, you remember?" The Kid nodded a
suspicious assent. He wasn't following. "Well, what did you do? You
cried, you let off steam. You even swore up and down that you'd never
drive again. For a dog! But you did drive again. I made you drive
again, because you had to beat the thing that made you feel guilty
and hurt. This is something like that, only a hell of a lot bigger, I'll
admit. But you can't give in. You've got to be strong . . . because
. .. because a lot of fine people are counting on you to make this thing
right. People who aren't even sure about what's been going on; like
your parents. Th ey think everything's fine. Don't you sense any feeling
of indebtedness to them? Oh, hell, I know it hurts. I know, because
I've been through the same damn thing God knows how many times.
But I also know that you'll get over it. I've gotten over it, but I've
had to fight all the way, just as you're going to have to fight, if you're
going to pull through this thing with your mind in one piece."
"But why? Why must it end? What did we do wrong? I'd do what
you say, only I'm not convinced that it has to be this way. Why can't
things be different, just this time?" The Kid was fighting now, but in
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the wrong direction. He should have been fighting away from the
thing, not toward it. This sort of behavior could only make things
worse. This was going to take time, patience. It wasn't going to be
at all like the last time, when things had gone so smoothly tha t there
h ad hardly been an interruption in Brad's life. This was going to be
agony.
"Look, Kid, don't get all in a huff. I've had my little say for now.
I've tried to warn you about what's to come, at least as far as my
experience can direct me. If you want to keep on trying, I can't do
much but go along. But, Kid, I'm telling you, it'd be much easier if
you did it my way."
" I'm not begging for the easy way out! I'm willing to fight, but
for what we have, not against it!"
"OK, Kid. If that's the way you want it ... let's ditch this place
before they throw us out for loitering." Brad picked up the check,
looked at it, then put several small bills on the tray. They headed
toward the door. Once inside the car, Brad felt a little assurance
coming back. Maybe the thing wasn't over. Maybe this one was going
to last. He had heard of such things, but experience had taught him
differently. He didn't want to go back to the apartment.
"Do you have classes tomorrow, Kid?"
"Just philosophy, why?"
"How are you doing in there?"
" I think I've just about got it aced. I've had three tests of ninetyfive, or better."
"I just thought that we might take a run down to the Keys. We
could be there by dawn, if we drove all night. We need to get away
from that damned apartment for a while. You've been working too
hard, too. Maybe if we get away, you know, change of scenery, this
thing will clear itself up. We can buy shirts and summer slacks when
we get there. No sense in wasting a lot of time in packing. We'll slum
it." Clive laughed a little, and Brad was glad to h ear it. Things
. wouldn't look half so bad, once they had relaxed a little.
The sun was just beginning to color the eastern skies when they
reached the Docks, where Brad had planned to breakfast. Clive had
slept nearly all the way, but it had not been a peaceful sleep. The
Kid had whined and whimpered all night, and it had not made it
any easier for Brad to think of what he was to have to do eventually.
He parked the car in front of a respectable-looking restaurant that
they had never patronized before. He turned to the Kid, who was still
sleeping in the back seat. "Come on, Kid. It's time we h ad a little
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chow." The Kid sta rted, then sat up, rubbing his eyes in a bewildered
manner, as if he didn't quite know where he was or why he was there.
"Gosh, Brad, are we here already? Why didn't you wake me up?
I wanted to drive a little, to help you out."
"I couldn't have, without stopping. You were sleeping too soundly.
Besides, you need the sleep. That's what we're here for, so you can
get a little rest before you swing into exams. Does this place look all
right to you?"
" Sure, any place that's clean. We're slumming it, remember?"
The touch of light-heartedness in Clive's voice sounded as natural as
anything he had said in the past two weeks.
After breakfast they looked for a haberdashery in the little town.
It was several degrees warmer than when they had left the University
at Athens, and they were anxious to shed the suits they had been
wearing. They had a great time puttering around, and it was almost
noon when they finally reached a lonely stretch of beach where they
thought they could swim and lounge about undisturbed. Stripping
down to the suits they had thoughtfully put on under their new clothes,
they threw blankets on the sand. Clive was ecstatically excited. "Race
you in!" He started off in the direction of the water.
"What the hell are you trying to do, drown?" Brad's impatient
voice rang out after him, stopping him as if he had been shot. "We've
never used this beach before. You don't know how deep the water is,
-or how cold. Take it easy, Kid, before they send you home in a
basket!" The anger was gone from his voice before he had fallen
into stride with Clive.
The, water, it turned out, was deep enough for good swimming,
and cold enough to bite into them and make them appreciate the hot
sun as they ran back across the beach to their blankets. The chicken
they had bought for luncheon at the restaurant that morning was
excellent. After they had finished eating, they stretched out in the
sun a nd slept. It was nearly four o'clock when Clive awoke. He sat
up and lit a cigarette. The sea was very calm, readying itself for its
rushing trip inward to the high-water posts that lined the beach near
the highway. Clive nudged Brad with his foot. "It's four. I'm going
in again, OK?" Brad rolled lazily toward him, then looked out to
sea. It seemed calm enough. No need to go in with him; the Kid
was probably the better swimmer of the two.
"OK, but be careful, and don't go out beyond your depth." The
words were hardly out before the Kid was off across the beach. Brad
grimaced after him. Twenty years old, and he acted like twelve at
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times. What the hell, though, he was having fun. Lazily Brad turned
over and slept.
It was dark again before Brad awoke. It was cold, and a stiff wind
blew from the water. The water itself was beginning to roll toward
the highway, and the breakers were already over Brad's head. The
Kid! Where was the Kid? Brad's mind raced over the afternoon, and
with sickening premonition he remembered that the Kid had gone
back into the water. He bolted up, running toward the sea. In seconds
his calls turned to screams as he ran insanely up and down the beach,
stumbling and falling in the deep, soft sand. There was no answer
to his cries but that of the waves, crashing inward, preparing for the
storm which was just beginning.

III

The rest of the night and weeks followed like a nightmare, confused and unreal. The drive back into town, the searching, the newspapers, Clive's stricken parents all blended into a thick and binding
horror that still caused Brad to wake up in the night, raving. All of
it seemed now to rush back like the waves on that night eight years
ago.
Clive's body had never been found-the storm had taken care of
that. All that had been left were his things in the apartment and his
parents. God, Brad thought now, what had been more difficult ; packing the Kid's things or talking to his parents for the last time? Mr.
Thompson had been quiet, stunned by the tragedy that had left him
childless. Clive's mother had been hideously accusing, pointing out
that Clive had had a heart ailment and that Brad should have known
it. Brad hadn't known it- Clive had never mentioned it- but M rs.
Thompson had gone on and on, until her suffering husband had at
last said goodbye and left the apartment. His wife h ad hesitated,
giving Brad one last long look of purest hate, and had followed.
Brad had gone to hell in the awful, accusing months that had
followed. He had left Athens, just before exams, gone as far west as
he could and worked, for a time, as a two-bit copywriter for a dying
cinema company. He had drunk himself into insensibility, out of his
job and inheritance. His father had died during this time, and Brad
had not had the money to go back to Massachusetts. Later, when
he had come back east, his mother had refused to see him.
H e had ended up in the Village, trying to work the unspeakable
thoughts out of his mind by writing. H e had seen couch-doctors and
clergymen alike, until he had given up in despair and had started on
what his acquaintances had wagered would be his last binge.
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The binge had ended suddenly one morning when he had awakened to find Dierdre in his tiny kitchen, fixing a breakfast for the
both of them. She had stayed on, cooking for him, sleeping with him,
pushing him away from the bottle and back to the typewriter, until
he had finished his book.
After the book was finished, he had felt a period of satisfaction
and tranquillity that he had almost forgotten how to enjoy. The book,
however, spurred Dierdre on to new heights of ambition. The book
was good, the book would sell, the book must be submitted. It had
gone from publisher to publisher, until one had accepted it for paperback edition. Dierdre had been elated, but Brad had felt like he had
prostituted, somehow, something that wasn't really his.
Dierdre had then insisted upon marriage. God only knew why-she
had been perfectly content (or, at least, had seemed that way) to
continue on in their consensual relationship until after the book had
sold. Then she had changed, and the result was that they had been
married, bought that goddamn Lincoln with the majority of the
conditional royalties and had started off for Florida. All the way
down she had harped on how they would buy a house with the money
from his next book. Next book-that was a laugh! The thought of
starting in on something else had sickened him. He had tried to tell
her, but she had insisted that it was only a negative reaction caused
by his working so hard on the first.

IV

The sun had finally set, leaving them standing in the dusk and
cool evening breeze. Dierdre's voice broke into his thoughts:
"Brad, let's go. I'm getting cold. Brad .. . Brad! You're not even
listening to me. You'd think that you were waiting for someone, the
way you stare out at the water. Let's go. This place gives me the
creeps. I'm hungry, and I want to have time to put on a new face
before we go to dinner." Brad turned back toward the car, his whole
body shaking with hate for this woman who stood so insistently beside
him.
"Shut up and leave me alone, Dierdre! Can't you see I'm lonely?"
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SALLY BOESCHENSTEIN

loneliness
In the icy sky above a bird wings higher.
Ever onward and upward,
Soaring toward the sun
In a search for warmth.
A mongrel dog sniffs past a barren tree,
Slips under a park bench,
And huddles against the cold concrete
As the wind blows snow into his corner.
An old, saddened woman carrying packages
Bends her snow-encrusted head lower,
And trods furtively along,
Clinging to the brick building.
Loneliness is cold.
It is a wind snapping into a corner,
Tearing it apart and hurtling it into space.
10

THOMAS A. DONOVAN

The Question,
An Answer
The Question;
"Defenceless under the night
Our world in stupor lies;
Yet, dotted everywhere,
Ironic points of light
Flash out wherever the Just
Exchange their messages:
May I, composed like them
Of Eros and of dust,
Beleaguered by the same
Negation and despair,
Show an affirming flame."
... September 1, 1939
W. H. Auden
An Answer.
Arrest the flame of September,
for the voice you remember
parts.
Assert the shame of September,
as a voice to remember
harks:
Heave the Wares of the Wise, afar [
Leave the heart where it lies, ajar.
Play host in the dive;
stay lost and alive;
be parts of the lies.
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FRED GAULZETTI

No Bargain At

25c

Don was one of the many government financed tourists who were
willingly dispatched to the beautiful Caribbean island of Puerto Rico.
He was considerably self-centered and handsome, and as an amiable
opportunist, soon won the exotic friendship of many people on the
island. By way of a prominent physician and his wife, Jack's Club,
the Normandie, the Contado Beach Hotel, and a tour around the
island were all easy marks for Don and no expense to himself. The
China Doll, the Two Dice Club, and the Chicago Bar saw more of
Don though, for they were inclined to be his natural habitat. But still
more important than his power of social oscillation, (and he would
have it no secret) Don was a lover, and of the international sort.
Overjoyed with this climate, Don was really living. He was happy
as a pig; the prostitutes were no match for his unconquerable and
inexhaustible charm. There was no end to the thrill he felt in expressing body-gestured answers to hip-rolling questions of gold-toothed
ladies darting out of waterfront alleys. But Don was no fool; he was
elusive and enjoyed being playfully shrewd.
"There's more than this and better," he mused, only to wonder
seriously a few moments later if he hadn't made a mistake and should
reconsider and go back. No, Don was never unlucky in love. He was
a diplomat who continued to "knock 'em dead."
Every day, Don was right in there challenging "the best." At last
his chance came. Object sighted, he calculated that his best approach
would be to first bolster his courage and then turn the situation over
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to the strategy of his id. Blaring juke boxes, noisy would-be lovers
on slippery floors wet with beer or something, health inspectors, frequent offers of love, and several other often pleasant and humorous
distractions never steered Don off course. He knew what he must do
and at 3: 00 a.m. he was on the first leg of victory as he and his objective slipped out-she for the seventeenth time, he for the first. The
lover smiled smugly.
"Hey, mira, taxi!"
Her lips were sore and tired and weary after the long and busy
day, but he remarked to himself first and then told her how soft and
moist and sweet they were. Her beautiful darkskinned breasts were
painful ecstasy.
"Stay donn, Shore Patrol!" she warned.
"O.K., you get op now," she said and broke the short silence.
"Cuanto dinero?"
"Dos pesos," said the cabbie with a tired frown and an apethetic
shrug of his shoulders.
The brilliant moon sprayed its image on the sleepy sea.

"Donn here," she whispered. Quickly they ran, almost dangerously,
down the rocky hillside path to where she slept. Throbbing silence
ushered Don and his hostess into the shack. Her home, on stilts which
kept it dry at unusually high tides, was a flimsy cubicle in a row of
flimsy cubicles extending out over the tide beds.
It contained nothing but a corner full of tightly packed, tightly
worn clothes which hung from the broomstick angled across the beams,
an orange crate bureau for cosmetics and jewels, a beat up bed, and
a pan under it.
Freedom-giving darkness forced them together and pushed them
onto the bed. With sheer delight the lover had his victory.
Then a noise, a tinny clatter and a splash that would shatter even
a peaceful sleep, came through the cardboard wall and woke them.
He forced his eyes open and stared into the darkness.
"Sssshhh," she hissed, making the international sign for silence,
"Somebody pushy-pushy."
Startled and dazed, with thoughts that did much to lessen his pride,
the conqueror rose, dressed, and dashed out of the windowless "chicken
coop." The sun's sharp rays stabbed his eyes. The breakers roared in
his ears and their noisy rhythm lagged far behind his quickening heartbeat. Scrambling, tripping, chased by the sun, the waves, and his own
thoughts, he ran up the slippery overgrown rock path and onto the
street.
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No life, no cars, nothing but hostile doors, sneering glassless windows, and curious scrawny cats and dogs, all kept the frightened and
irrunoral tactician hurrying in the middle of the dusty street. Then
the eerie shade and the clammy walls of a viaduct offered a hiding
place. Don breathed cool air for a moment but was just as quickly
kicked out again into the hot and naked light. As he hurried by a
cemetery of shallow graves, he wondered at the cement slabs that
imprisoned the bodies which were near and yet so hard to reach. There
was no time for more than just a passing glance and thought.
Then came the piercing noises. Don was discovered. Seven or eight
small children, still young enough to be innocent, but well schooled
in finance, came running and yelling behind him, trying to catch the
fleeing lover. There was no escaping. As quickly as he would glance
over his shoulder, see his plight, and hasten his step, (he resolved
not to run from little boys) the children poured on their glare and
double-timed after him.
Thumping hearts and panting breaths finally ended the chase.
Don, the Lover, was caught. With a fearful worried look, he quickly
fumbled for and tossed a quarter into the air over the boys. Noisier
now than ever, they turned and ran away shouting and laughing with
glee. Don turned and ran.

a timeless debt
JAMES ALBERT

To begin, and then, to realize,
What scope the gathered sense
Holds; waiting till
The boy turns man,
Within few lives.
Like replacing stolen wine
With water,
Return the stolen time
Within the hour.
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CHESTNUT STREET

TIM LEWIS

SPANISH CHURCH

TIM LEWIS

ROBERT J. SCHNEIDER

OMNIBUSRIDE
With clouds burning and violet sun dropping past time;
They call it spherical aberration.
"My sister's pregnant ; She just got married."
As buildings flash to the rear and limits pass;
They call it departure.
"She's going to get a divorce."
Ah, what beautiful lakes and trees and hills;
They call it bliss.
"She was just married in December."
And here's a rural town with buildings false-fronted;
They call it a facade.
"Actually, she isn't married at all."
And there's a farm liberally covered with last month's
manure;
They call it fertilizer.
"She's just shackin' up with this guy."
You can't do this while driving yourself.
17

KAREN GERNANT

An Essay

R. P. BLACKMURI
HONEST CRITIC
To Blackmur, criticism is an important job, one not to be taken
lightly and one not to be undertaken unless the criticism is to be
done thoroughly. For him, criticism is to work with the whole, for to
work with a piece is to distort the end product of the criticism.
To illustrate Blackmur's approach, I would like to consider segments of his essay, "Examples of Wallace Stevens." Early in the essay,
he cites vocabulary as the unusual feature of Stevens' poetry:
The important thing about Mr. Stevens' vocabulary is not
the apparent oddity of certain words, but the uses to which
he puts those words with others.
In other words, Blackmur goes to the poetry and, on the basis of
his findings, he assigns a key term to the poetry-one which will
facilitate his approach. For Stevens, he works through the medium
of vocabulary; for Yeats, with magic; for Eliot, with his later framework of Christianity; for Pound, with his craftmanship; for H ardy,
with his sensibility within tt restricted pattern-to name a few.
And then Mr. Blackmur goes on to say why the ambiguity of
Stevens' vocabulary is an asset, bringing in a comment on Cummings
for contrast:
... Mr. Stevens' ambiguity is that of a substance so dense
with being, that it resists paraphrase and can be truly perceived only in the form of words in which it was given. It is
the difference between poetry which depends on the poet and
18

poetry which depends on itself. Reading Cummings you
either guess or supply the substance yourself. Reading Mr.
Stevens you have only to know the meanings of the words and
to submit to the conditions of the poem. There is a precision
in such ambiguity all the more precise because it clings so
closely to the stuff of the poem that separated it means
nothing.
To demonstrate Blackmur's thorough approach, I would like to
quote a fairly lengthy passage in which he neatly supports his statement that word meaning makes the poem penetrable. He concerns
himself in this instance with one word, the word "funest" used in
Stevens' "Of the Manner of Addressing Clouds." First, he defines it
(so that he and his criticism will be intelligible to the reader) as a
word meaning "sad or calamitous or mournful" and then gives the
derivation as a "French word meaning fatal, melancholy, baneful"
and as having "to do with death and funerals." Carefully, then, he
quotes the word in its precise context:
Gloomy grammarians in golden gowns,
Meekly you keep the mortal rendezvous,
Eliciting the still sustaining pomps
Of speech which are like music so profound
They seem an exaltation without sound.
Funest philosophers and ponderers,
Their evocations are the speech of clouds.
So speech of your processionals returns
To the casual evocations of your tread
Across the stale, mysterious seasons.
And then, Blackmur justifies Stevens' use of "funest" as the only
word exactly suited to the poem :
The sentence in which funest occurs is almost a parenthesis.
It seem s the statement of something thought of by the way,
suggested by the clouds, which had better be said at once
before it is forgotten. In such a casual, disarming way, resembling the way of understatement, Mr. Stevens often introduces the most important elements in his poems. The oddity
of the word having led us to look it up we find that, once
used, funest is better than any of its synonyms. It is the
essence of the funeral in its sadness, not its sadness alone,
that makes it the right word: the clouds are going to their
death, as not only philosophers but less indoctrinated ponderers know; so what they say, what they evoke, in pondering,
has that much in common with the clouds. Suddenly we realize that the effect of funest philosophers is due to the larger
context of the lines preceding, and at the same time we become aware that the statement about the evocations is central
to the poem and illuminates it. The word pomps, above, means
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ceremony and comes from a Greek word meaning procession,
often, by association, a funeral, as in the phrase funeral
pomps. So the pomps of the clouds suggest the funeral in
fun est.
From the vantage point, Blackmur then goes into another statement concerning the ambiguity of Stevens' vocabulary:
The whole thing increases in ambiguity the more it is analyzed, but if the poem is read over after analysis, it will be
seen that in the poem the language is perfectly precise. In its
own words it is clear, and becomes vague in analysis only
because the analysis is not the poem. We use analysis properly
in order to discard it and return that much better equipped
to the poem.
Using the same procedure, Blackmur points out other uses of
words and ambiguities in Stevens' poetry, including words important
simultaneously for both their sound and sense; and words important
for the nonsense which they convey.
Lest he become unduly carried away with Stevens alone, Blackmur introduces a brief comparative study into his essay. He chooses as
points of reference (and perhaps, for the reason that they furnish a
stark black-and-white comparison) T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound. H e
comments that condensation in poetry is vital to both of them: to
Pound, who deals with "sensual experience primarily" and who deals
with this experience through imagery; and to Eliot, who deals with
beliefs through the medium of dramatic poetry.
Mr. Stevens' tropes, in his best work and where he is most
characteristic, are neither visual like Pound nor dramatic
like Eliot. The scope and reach of his verse are no less but
are different. His visual images never condense the matter
of his poems; they either accent or elaborate it. His dramatic
statements, likewise, tend rather to give another, perhaps
more final, form to what has already been put in different
language.
Finally, after more of the same type of analysis and criticism,
Blackmur characteristically leaves the reader on an evaluative note.
· In Stevens' case, it is this:
... The contrast between his subjects-the apprehension of
all the sensual aspects of nature as instances of fate,-and the
form in which the subjects are expressed is what makes his
poetry valuable. Nature becomes nothing but words and to a
poet words are everything.
This, then, is generally Blackrnur's method of criticism. His approach keeps him pretty much within the poetry itself, going outside it
for his criticism only when the average reader would, as in the case
of looking up vocabulary.
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As he writes in "The Critic's Job of Work," he is careful to find
"the way demonstrably to get at, in pretty conscious terms which
others may use, the substance of (his) chosen case."
I believe that Blackrnur is sincerely attempting to criticize in such
a way as to improve poetry, if the poets themselves listen to his voice.
He maintains what he himself would probably term an "objective
authority," for he criticizes a poem in the way he honestly and objectively thinks it should be criticized. For instance, Eliot's The Waste
Land is generally regarded quite highly. Blackrnur calls it an 'ambitious" poem, but does not prai.se i~, for he contends that it "fails in
composition, in independent existence, and in intelligibility of language." In other worqs, it is not an entity unto itself; it cannot be
wholly understood without the use of crutches. It
... requires of the reader that he supply from outside the
poem, and with the help of clues only, the important, controlling part of what we may loosely call, the m'e aning. And
(it) deliberately presents passages, lines,. phrases, and single
. words which no amount of outside work can illumine. The
fact is striking because, aside from other considerations of
magnitude, relevance, and scope, these are not the faults we
lay up typically against the great dead. The typical great poet
is profoundly rational, integrating, and, excepting minor accidents of incapacity, a master of ultimate verbal clarity. Light,
radiance, and wholeness remain the attributes of serious art.
And the fact is disheartening because no time could have
greater need than our own for rational art. No time certainly
could surrender more than ours does daily, with drums beating, to fanatic politics and despotically construed emotions.
In this passage, Blackrnur seems to imply that The Waste Land
will not live on as a great poem and decries the paucity of rational
art in our time.
Here, I believe that Robert Penn Warren would be inclined to
agree with Blackmur, for he contends that the reader must be able to
participate in the poem and that the total structure of the poem is
important-not any one of the pieces standing alone. And probably
Yvor Winters would nod in assent too, for he wants poetry to be a
statement in words about human experience. He wants a rationally
apprehensible content and emotion appropriate to rational apprehension.
Blackmur, for all his criticism of modern critics, does not stand
alone. I would say that he is a new critic, for to him, the poem (and
not outside factors) is of prime importance-or p erhaps, it would
be more accurate to say, that the poem is of sole importance. Blackmur-it seems to me-is, above all, an honest critic.
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BRYCE
FORESTER

These men
with darkened eyes
sit upon their sage
contemplating a textured world,
and gaze beyond their feet
in searching for their hands,
while we, my love,
may pass beyond their dismal lids,
and seven-sensed
proclaim the world
our holiday.

In what waiting immensity of time
Shall the full-sea intensity of my love
Break upon the shores of your soft beautyMay both our minds entwine
As do our hearts
Which course one love-sweet wine
Through bodies, two and young.
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SUE THOMAS

THE STATION
They sat in the center of the huge, bare room. There
was nothing for them to do but to sit and stare at the emptiness. There wasn't a movement anywhere, and they were
so exhausted, they didn't care if they ever saw anyone or
anything again. The flourescent lights buzzed incessantly
and gave the already bleak room an eerie, bluish cast. They
merely sat in their seats waiting-unfeelingly.
A tall young boy sauntered into the room and started
playing the dusty, old pin ball machine. The clatter of the
machine echoed in the silence of the room. They were curious as to what kind of a home he had, and what his parents
were like. His eyes were blank and expressionless as he lazily
and half-heartedly pushed and pulled the controls. He seemed very lonely and dejected standing there.
While they watched the tall stranger, a man came
through the room pushing his broom. He carelessly swept
up the cigarette butts that had been stamped out on
the floor, and continued to sweep the rest of the room. He
looked very old and tired as they watched him sweep-slowly and methodically. The only sounds in the room were the
swish of his broom, the discordant din of the pin ball machine, and the endless buzzing of the lights.
They picked up their bags and silently left the station.
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LAURANCE KISINGER

loretta
and the
green bird
Well, I got through the Winter. Spring was a long time coming,
but the narrow, suffocating Winter is done with, and I can breathe
again. Not much though. Not very often. If I should breathe now,
she would lay down her crocheting and glance around the room with
her thin dry lips pursed-annoyed at my breathing. It's so ha rd, so
maddening not to be able to breathe deeply. But how much worse in
the Winter Time! How much worse when she never moves about,
just always sits there crocheting in the grey light, looking at my feet.
Strange she can tell when I breathe deeply, by watching my feet. But
she can. Yes, she can. But that's in the Cold Season. It's Spring now,
and in the Bright Season she moves about sometimes-looks out of the
window; reaches over and adjusts the doily under the pink petuniaed
table lamp; clears h er throat, or perhaps coughs hackingly three times.
Yes, any minute now she'll lay down h er silver, hooky .little tools,
look over at the ugly, green parakeet in the cage beside h er, and
bunch up her dry lips and go: "Pchup-pchup." Then-then, as she
does this, I'll breathe-oh deeply-oh deeply breathe. Perhaps twice!
Twice fill my chest to bursting! Can I wait? Yes, it won't be long.
She's done two rows since I came in. Soon. She's still watching my
feet, but soon she'll stop click-clacking her hard, hooky needles, and
look up at the dirty green bird and say: "Pchup-pchup." Then- then.
Loretta and I were married twenty-five years ago, in the Spring.
There was color in her skin, then. She had a soft, white waist for me
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to hold. Her hair was bright, moist gold, and I buried my face in it.
Pallid, fish-belly white flesh did not hang jiggling from her arms when
she raised them, nor were her breasts dead and withering. She was
warm and pink, that Spring. I looked at her and thought of love.
Looked at her and was impassioned-not for her only, but for the
world. I looked at her and thought: "This is my fulfillment. In loving
her I will grow stronger than any other man. I will love this girl so
much that I will alter all the world. I can do no other thing but
possess her- love her always utterly!"
She huddles like a flabby grey falcon in her overstuffed chair,
and she watches my feet as she click-clacks her hard hooks. When?
When can I breathe? You have done fiv e rows since I came in and
sat down. When, dear huddling grey Loretta with dead breasts? When
will you turn your sharp, glistening face to the green vermin bird and
say: " Pchup-pchup"? Ah, at last. Thank God! Her cold hard fingers
falter. She carefully lays the hard hooks in her lap. She makes preliminary pchuping movements with her lips. Oh hurry! Oh soon! I
suffocate! She takes the dry bread from her apron pocket-snips off
a few crumbs with her cold, spikey fingers. And now-she turns! Her
filmy eyes are off my feet and I breathe great gulps of air. I feel the
bruising pressure in my chest. I breathe! I live!
Our pretty, white old farmhouse is almost at the top of a mile-long,
slowly sloping hill. At the bottom of the hill is the little college town
where I was born, raised, and schooled. Loretta's family moved there
when she was a Senior in college. She majored in Home Economics,
and I majored in Biology. We graduated together twenty-five years
ago. One month after our graduation I married soft pink Loretta in
the old, oak-beamed campus Chapel with sunshine making windowshaped patterns on the people, our loving friends, watching us. How
happy; how proud. How we all breathed deeply under the glowing
brown beams, the strong, burnished beams in the Bright Season. How
my lovely wife and I, and all our loving friends breathed full deep,
unafraid-and lived.
And as my tranquil wife and I drove in our new automobile up
the gentle hill to our pretty, white farmhouse at the top, I thought in
the sun: "Loretta will stay at the top of the hill and wait each morning as I descend into the town to teach Biology at the school. She will
wait there till I come home in the late afternoon; wait there till I
come and hold her in the afternoon. We will say happy things, and
say sad things, and solve problems, and love each other in the night."
But she could not love me. To her all love was only frightful,
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furtive movements in the night, and she would not love me. I was an
understanding man- enlightened. I was kind, gentle-but she would
not love me. And if it were only that, the Winters would not be so
narrow, grey, and suffocating. But she hates me for thinking of the
furtive movements. Her bright young eyes have grown filmy through
the years from staring deadly, withering accusations at me as she sits
and clacks her hooky needles.
With her eyes on my feet again, she has taken up her needles.
No-the scissors now. Snip-snip, snip. The cold, tempered blades
neatly snip the stray threads. What are you working on, Loretta? Oh,
I see. You are putting a stiff little pink edge on a pillow slip. How
many sparkling white, pink-edged pillow slips have you made in
twenty-five years, Loretta? How many hundreds of neatly folded,
pink-edged pillow slips have you crammed into every drawer in our
stifling grey farmhouse? I think those must be the pillow slips you
slip around our hard,, bricky little pillows every Monday and Friday
morning at twenty-three minutes after eight. Am I right? Ah, I shall
remember that tonight when we carefully lie down in bed and neatlyboth together-pull the pink-edged sheets up over us, and lay our
heads on our hard little pink-edged pillows. And for thirty minutes
you will lie there in the dark turned toward me, sending waves of
suffocating hate and accusation at me from your filmy eyes. Then you
will cough hackingly three times, snork your nose, and turn over. And
I will breathe once more, and breathe, and breathe, and breathe.
She feeds the filthy green bird again. Now. Now I could go. Get
up, go out. But what is the use? Loretta is a fog which clings-<t sooty
smoke which follows everywhere. But it is Spring-it is the Light Season
now. Perhaps the bright sun will disperse the fog. Perhaps the living
breeze could blow away the choking smoke! But no. For I have waited
every year at Spring Time; and no, it doesn't happen. And yet-if I
should get up, go out--could she truly follow me even into that bright
live world outside in the cool air? No, not in Spring, surely not. Oh
quick, before she stops feeding the bird-get up! Now tum, quickly!
And go out. Yes. Yes! I can do it. Down the grey hall quickly ; through
the kitchen. The door-is she behind me? The door--oh do not look
behind! Through the door. Close it tightly. Now out the path into the
road. Ahh, the sunshine-! breathe! Faster, Run. Run to the town.
Oh will this be the time? It might be. It might be! Oh God, let this
be the season when I escape the awful woman with the green bird.
Oh do not let me be pulled up out of the town in the night to the
hard grey click-snip woman with the green bird!
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GENEVIEVE BURNS

RAPE OF PEACE
I watched in helplessness and awe,

As across the cobalt blue of heaven

an eagle screamed in victory,
While clutched within the spidery talons strong,
A small white dove belched out her plaintive cry.
And tiny drops of life blood fell
Across a muted land,
as man's blood falls, when hopes are soaring high,
When heaven is close, in battles curse;
The tiny feathers falling, left
Their vapor trail behind: For man to see
and heed and learn,
A message from the universe.
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FRED GAULZETTI

first force
We stand and rush in earnest bent to find
The shades of gray and all sides of a choice,
With needling questions of degree and kind,
And downward cast our eyes from rasping voice.
We searched and found the woods are bordered by
Tall piles of lumber massed in old gray stacks
Which all, if fired at once, would light the sky
And melt the clouds that hover on our backs.
Then freely winds could blow old scents from earth
And breathe new fragrance on these ancient grounds.
The dream of sharing worldly joy and mirth
May spring from writhing agent's noisy sounds.
If potent and omniscient minds that be,
Unblock the gates and listen for the key.

force felt
That rhythmic voice sounds like a drummer's drum,
Which beats relentlessly in ancient tones,
And sings no song that's ever different from
The first who felt a need to share his moans.
Who seeks with eyes shut tight in blind conceit
And cures most of his chills with thrilling fires,
Cannot endure the floods which will defeat
The universal law which he desires.
These flintlike pricks set in outdated rhymes
May yet spur winds to clear the clouding sky.
By gripping hands and railing at the times,
Lets join our forces for another try.
Come take my hand, yes, you can hold the key;
If law you want, then work there has to be.
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RICHARD B. HAUCK

TOW ARD S
POETIC
UNITY
A Critical Analysis
There has emerged in the field of amateur poetry (or perhaps
such a thing has always existed) a style of extremely free verse. The
poets of this school do not follow any patterns of rhyme, meter, or
stanza. Sometimes they do not even use punctuation. Sometimes the
words and lines form a special shape (such as e e cummings' spider)
but more often, they form no shape at all. Whether or not the school
is directly influenced by poets such as Cummings, or is the result of
the amateur's usual lack of craftsmanship is a matter for research and
speculation.
It is my contention that a writer is entirely free to use any devices,
images, or words, that communicate the sense or feeling of his work.
However, a work of art should approach completeness if it is going
to possess those qualities which make it an enduring pleasure. That is,
all its devices, images, and words should contribute to its total worth.
The more of its parts that are indispensable to its purpose, the worthier
the poem . This is to say that a work's length has nothing to do with
its worth, as long as there is nothing in the work which does not
belong, and all that the work needs to achieve a valuable purpose is
present. This is ideal, but the striving for the ideal is perhaps more
rewarding than the fulfillment, just as the quest for happiness must
be as fine as happiness, which is the end.
Poetry is not limited by words. I have chosen to discuss a poem
which I consider to have m erit, but which does not depend entirely
on words to achieve its purposes. I will attempt to justify some of the
devices, images, and words by analyzing as an integrity Max Steele's
poem, "Just You and I Against the World." (From CALLIOPE,
Spring, 1957)
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JUST YOU AND I AGAINST THE WORLD ...
. Max Steele
miss x (let us say) and i
sought a shelter in the mist
of dawns early swamp
as we drove
cars came toward us
their lights piercing night
and watching us
but no one was driving
any of the cars
lights glowed in houses
but no one was there
and everything was as it had been
and now we saw the trick
no one was really there
alone
we were drawn together
and in the endless night of infinity
life rolled back
and back
and now we were the only life left
and began to feel the great burden
we drove back through all the years
and at dawn
we were standing naked hand in hand
on a cliff looking over the sea
watching the sun come up in the west
life was ours now
and we felt the weight
of millions of years and tears
and crosses and nails
but somehow as the sun climbed higher
we knew that we could not fail
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and we turned and looked at eachother
and there
pinned to her left breast
was her sorority pin
and the clothes came back
and the people in the cars and houses
and i laughed through tears
at what could never be
A first look at Steele's poem reveals a lumped-together column "of
lines. There are no stanzas of equal weight ; there are few lines of equal
length. One may wonder if it is a poem at all if it has a visible lack
of form.
Whether or not the poet does it intentionally, and I think it is
probably an automatic procedure, he integrates the appearance of
most of the stanzas and lines with their statements. Since I think this
poem approaches integrity, I will consider one stanza at a time and
attempt to show how the form and the words integrate.
The first stanza is introductory. It rates three lines. "miss x (let
us say) and i" is a compact line introducing the characters. One is
a girl, who may later become less important to the other, a boy, who
is the narrator and not sure that he cares who she was at this time
of recollection. The next is fairly clear ; the poem develops immediately
as a narrative about these two characters who sought a "shelter" in
the "mist of dawns early swamp." Perhaps the lovers (we think they
are lovers ) wanted a refuge from the clouded and swampy American
environment.
The second two stanzas present the problem. They are longer and
they carry a weight of content. As the characters drive (down their
road of quest ) the other cars (going in the opposite direction) pierce
the night and watch them. No one is driving the cars. The houses have
lights but no one occupies them. They are tricked because the world
may have offerings along the road but they are all empty.
To give the symbols in these stanzas definite counterparts is to
overstep the boundaries of analysis, I think. Whatever the poet had
specifically in mind, an impression is left. The characters are forced
by the probing, empty, and hostile world which the title has already
proclaimed them to be against, into a movement, and into the fourth
stanza.
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This stanza is the sharpest example of the poet's shaping of lines
to fit their purpose. It starts with one word. The word "alone" quite
naturally stands by itself. From this line the stanza moves into its
function as the narrative's action stanza. It is here that real movement
occurs. The couple, alone, draw together, then move into endless
infinity in the stanza's longest line,. then life rolls back, and back. This
stanza has the characteristics of movement, which in turn is characterized by a flow from short to long, much like a sine curve or radio wave.
The next stanza, two lines, serves as the first turning point of the
narrative. It is short but it carries all the weight of the previous lines.
"They" are alone, and all other life has rolled back, and they are left
with all the burdens. Since all else was empty trickery, they have
escaped into the shelter of eternity and are ready to see if they alone
can support the "great burden." They are quite confident.
They drive back through all the years (perhaps they try to learn
as much as they can) and find themselves completely together, naked,
hand in hand, standing on a vantage point overlooking everything,
watching the sun come up in the west (because they are not conforming to the old empty ways) . In the next stanza they feel the
weight of what they have to carry, but the millions of years and tears
and the religion and everything is not too much because somehow
they know they will not fail. Together they have defied the world and
proved that in their honest love they have unlimited strength.
Then with a crunch, the inevitable occurs.
Stanza eight is the shortest of all. It is the other turning point in
the poem. With "and we turned and looked at eachother" (and why
not one word, eachother, since they are just one up to now? ), h e
realizes the crushing truth. The poem literally smashes into the last
three action stanzas which bring the narrator down in three violent
steps into the unwanted world of sterile actuality. First she betrays
him; the world overcomes her: "and there pinned to her left breast
was her sorority pin." The pin is the first thing to return. It is too
i~portant. The pressure is too much for her. This is all it takes to:
precipitate the return of all the other empty actualities: "and the
clothes came back and the people in the cars and houses." All the
elements that they had chosen to avoid come back, this time with the
people that make the world too strong to escape. Finally, after this
realization, the poet laughs through bitter tears at what can never be.
In two lines,, his nearly gained paradise crumbles at the poet's feet.
I think the poet has given himself an indispensable flexibility by
choosing the totally free method of composition. Along with this
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freedom, however, he has to accept a heavy responsibility, and that is
to maintain the integrity of which I speak. To a large extent Steele
has managed this. Even the lack of punctuation suggests the tone of
the poem. When the reader sees the lack of capital letters, commas,
and so on, he is prepared to read a poem that will deal with something
not exactly concrete, with sense perceptions, near-pure images, and
formless recollections. Such devices have become the tools of some
modern writing and are now generally familiar. The subject of Steele's
poem might never be explained in words alone because it is formless
and mobile. It is only natural that the physical poem itself should be
as flexible.

THOMAS A. DONOVAN

A COMPANION TO
THE NIGHT
For only a touch of a match I create
A companion to the night. Oh so
Majestically forth from his bent heart
A shimmering veil spreads delight to me.
A slightest whisper is a joyful dance
To him who now seeks a hopeless escape.
His dampened cry fills and pours from
A thin and draped body. But now, scornfully
At my caress he spits black, heated words;
So I must return his tortured soul
First of all to smoke, last to birth ice.
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SUSAN SKIRHA

DARKNESS

She stood in the shadows of the library hall wattmg for Dave.
They had planned to meet here and then go over to his apartment
where Ann and Peter would be sitting cross-legged on the floor, blowing steady streams of smoke through their nostrils and listening to
somber music from the phonograph. An uneasy feeling came over her,
and she nervously twisted her hair round her fingers; then jerked
them away, remembering that the one long braid was only a hair
piece she had sent for through a magazine. Bought because it went
with her way of life.
Her way of life, she wondered how true that was, how much of it
really belonged to her, or was it just an idea Dave had implanted in
her mind and she had accepted to please him? Would she eventually
forget how she had come of its creed?
Two girls stood in the corner laughing together in the dim hallway. She looked in that direction. A group of students were talking
about a party. And a feeling of loneness seeped through her, making
the surroundings move farther and farther away. She searched the
corridor for a face she knew.
A fair haired boy was walking toward her. She had dated him,
once, last year. And he was looking at her with eyes she knew were
blue and lively up close. She remembered staring into them once and
feeling warm. But that seemed so long ago.
"Hi, AI." H er voice sounded friendly as she greeted him.
"Hi, Beth." There was uneasiness in the way he said that, as
though he found it hard to remember where he'd met her before.
And he passed on,. to a girl wearing a plaid jumper, with laugh
wrinkles around her mouth.
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"Hey, Linda, old bud, how'd you like to buy a ticket to our
fraternity football game?"
"How much?" the girl asked, a smile crossing her face.
"For you, sweets, cheap."
Beth could overhear them talking by the door.
Why didn't he ask me to buy one, she wondered. I can remember
how much fun it was last year, squealing and shouting as playfully
vengeful boys fell over a football, and afterwards there had been a
dance and parties at fraternity houses.
She caught a picture of herself in a mirror on the opposite wall.
It visioned a pale faced girl with thin, dry lips devoid of pink and
hair pulled severely back. She had seen a different reflection when·
she had looked into the glass a year ago. A girl with brown bangs
and moist red laughing lips. And she knew that this was the face that
had fit in with school spirited girls in camel polo coats chanting a
fight song at a football game. Not the one she saw now.
Behind her, Dave was entering through the library doors and
Beth could see his square features reflected beside hers. He was moving
toward her with that slow, calculating walk that always reminded
Beth of a fox . The comparison did not please her, but the sleepy
half closed eyes and quivering smile on his lips could not deny it. I
wonder what animal I look like, she pondered as he approached, but
she could not connect herself with anything, and oddly, even as he
came nearer, her feeling of loneliness increased.
"I got involved in a game of chess," Dave mumbled as he now
stood before her, driving his hands into his hip pockets and studying
her face with probing eyes. A gray shirt exhibited wrinkles that Beth
suspected to have come from sleeping in his clothes, and she casually
outlined one of the wrinkles with her fingernail.
"Sleepyhead," she teased.
He opened the library door for her and they walked outside,
noticing students sitting on the steps, blowing smoke through their
nostrils, and words like "girls"-"that party was a real blast"-"got
a goatskin flask"-"my black umbrella" wafted by as they moved
down the stairs, into the ominous night that shrouded Beth with
uncertainty, and made her feel that, perhaps, by going back to the
dormitory and falling asleep, she might escape this mood.
"Do you really feel like going to the apartment?" she asked the
thin boy beside her as they walked along.
"Why?" His eyes turned on her with a look of near suspicion.
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" I don't know, D ave. R emember when I first met you in class
last semester and I was so mixed-up about the monotony of college
life and beer parties? Seeing who can drink the most and wear the
sharpest clothes and get the neatest dates. You set me free from all
that by introducing me to your code of individuality. I felt really alive
for the first time. I didn't care what that mighty school of college
conformity thought of me. But it's back. The feeling. I have not
found myself in your way of life, either."
" I know, Beth. I felt that way myself once. But, you see, if you
disavow our way, also, there is nothing. You ca n't travel on the road
as before . The bus has passed you by; the passengers no longer recognize you. And you are left in the middle of a dark path that leads to
oblivion. You must hold on to something, Beth. You can't just walk
endlessly into the night."
A couple Dave knew approached them. Beth looked a t the girl
and noticed a resemblance to herself. The dark clothes. The long
braid. Dave nodded to them . They were of the group. And passed by.
Beth stared at Dave with pained recognition.
Her voice ran.
"You call yourselves free. How can you be when by virtue of the
Movement, itself, you are all bound together in a belief? This is the
beginning. It's spreading already. You're developing certain trai ts."
She pointed to a lock of h air tha t had fallen over his left eye and
made him look like a youthful Hitler.
"Look at you. Your hair hasn't been cut for a month."
Dave's face took on an expression of savagery.
" I suppose you'd like it if I got one of those prissy crewcuts so
that you could point to me a nd say, 'There goes Joe College. Bully
for him'."
"Do you think that by h aving your h ead sheared till only bristly
quills cover it is conformity? You are conforming, be it a different
type, by allowing your hair to grow. Your breath smells foul, did you
know that? And your nails-see how the dirt lives under them. But,
you like this, don't you? It identifies you as a member of a select
clique. Would you do it alone, if everyone, even your group, combed
his hair nicely and wore clean shirts? If you let yourself decay then,
I would love you for it. I would humble myself at your feet. Why
is it that wherever a germ takes hold, it spreads its ugly venom? If
I could be immune .. ."
Night birds hovered beneath the entombing sky and suddenly
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flew up together into the black. But one tardy dove sat alone on a
cold branoh, mourning for his tribe.
Dave's words cut the night.
"You're forgetting the darkness. W auld you like to be alone, not
fitting in anywhere in life?"
"No. But, what is there, Dave? I am afraid to stand alone and
I cannot conform."
"I haven't the strength to help you walk on through the night,
but I can find you a place in our way."
Dave walked up to an old apartment building where scattered
lights showed through thin drapes.
Beth followed him in silence, her mind distraught by questions
left suspended, and she hoped that being in the apartment with Ann
and Peter would bring her closer to the group.
They climbed a narrow wooden staircase that creaked as they
ascended. No light guided them, and Beth held on to the wall, fearing
that she might stumble in the darkness, while Dave walked ahead
confidently, the dark hallway having become so familiar to him.
At the fourth landing he stopped. Low, melodious tones drifted
through the blackness from his room as if summoning the pair to a
mystic conclave. And he opened the door to his apartment. The blackness was merely diminished to gray within the room and two dark
figures could be seen sitting lifeless on a cold wooden floor.
"Hello," said one of the figures, and as Beth moved closer to it,
she could see Peter sitting cross-legged, deeply meditating upon music
from the phonograph. Ann sat across from him. A small bare lightbulb
hung above her. And she stared into a large pool of color that swam
on the easel in front of her.
"How you doing?" Beth asked her.
"I'm waiting. The right mood hasn't come yet." A V'Oice spoke
out amidst dissheveled brown hair and expressionless features.
That was a warning, Beth had learned to keep still. They were
artists and could not be disturbed while they were creating. Dave
had told her that once when she'd asked one of the group why he'd
missed a history test. She'd almost laughed at the time. What a novel
way of rationalizing, she'd thought. But, she'd found it to be true.
Now that she thought of it, Dave was the only one of them who took
studies seriously. But he was a comparatively new member of the
group, too. Would he put aside his books and "create" also? No, he
was too smart, too conscientious.
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Impulse pushed her words out.
"Dave, what do you plan to do after this, after college graduation
this June and Peter and Ann and I, what then? You're still going on
with chemistry, aren't you?" The voice took on a feverish, impending
quality.
Dave lit a cigarette and was seating himself on a cushion against
the wall. The match he held in his hand lit the room for a short
while, and Beth glimpsed peeling walls, a grayed wood chair, the
ugliness of an empty room with only murky patches of color on sheets
of art paper and cigarette butts to decorate it.
Dave spoke. "Plans. My plans are the present. I shall stay right
here."
Peter broke his reverie. "Thank Lucifer he's not taking the job
with that 'fabulous' company that offered him 'an extraordinarily
high salary and rapid promotion'."
"Job?" Beth queried.
"I wasn't going to tell you about it," Dave answered. "I knew
you wouldn't understand since you still haven't loosed yourself entirely from the chains of conventional life. I thought I'd tell you
later, when you were ready."
Gray lace curtains moved slightly as an echo of wind blew through
cracks in the closed window that made the wind whistle as it entered.
Dave's lips re-echoed.
"Do you want me to get stuck in some model community with
uniform brick houses set one beside the other? Attending PTA meetings .. . Wearing gray flannel ... Forgetting that I am an individual
who does not h ave to set his ideas upon a conveyor belt to be thrown
together with others for mass consumption . . . My life is here . . .
Here with the group."
Beth looked about at the dingy surroundings, at faces fogged by
smoke and half-light. Dave's was obliterated in the dusk. Beth could
not recognize him.
. She turned her back to the group and walked out of the room.
She stumbled down stairs, and entered the warm, covetous night.
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PHILLIP D. ADAMS

epitaph
Here lie the brittle bones of Phillip Adams.
White stripes against a dirty brown backdrop.
Pleasant? No, but clean because
of time's soft care and constant washings.
He wasn't much, a biscuit in a batch, at best.
Even if he had been Saint Phillip, some
scientist would oneday grip the tip
of his dead head and search the bare
bone to find the fanciful fact of life.
What happened to the time he wasthis soul with proper faith (but not the name)
born two-thousand years post-"Harrowing"?
Little lords and lassies look at life
as living on forever and try to stretch itso--one's a fool to sacrifice his life for
longevity, and how can one mean death?
Shining minstrels make dull lamps when in
the shade, and sequins shimmer only on
occasion. His beam, however, in constant
friction wearing, was polished cream.
These silent bones amount to naught, as such,
but once, yes, once they were, and then
the bones were something fast. But with
the soul and spirit past the whole thing seems
quite meaningless.
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KAREN MEISEL

Un Pensamiento
Solamente el torero y el toro
Dos obstaculos en la tarde fiera
iHay miedo en cada pecho?
No. Son de la tierra.
La tierra esta firme y sin temor.
Torero y toro estan de pie en la tarde.
Veo el sol rojo y fiero
Brillar sobre bestia y hombre.
Son de la tierra.
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DON PARK

Reflections
In The Plate Glass Window
I
It was January and it was cold and the recession had come to staid
old Brooklyn. The dirty gray sky cast a dingy hue over the perennial
drabness of Pitkin Avenue ...
II
.. he shivered in the cold winter bleakness and stared hopelessly
down the deserted street and saw the other cold, shivering salesmen
staring hopelessly back at him. He looked at his watch . . . it was
eleven . . . and glanced back down the lobby through the plate glass
doors with the words
hi and sol
clothiers
decaled on them
in red letters, and shrugged . . .
... hopelessly . ..
III
... he sold clothes because he liked to sell clothes . . .
. . . he sold clothes because he wanted to go to cQllege . . . but he
couldn't afford to . . .
. . . he sold clothes because the recession had come to bleak, gray,
cold, dingy, deserted, staid old Brooklyn ...
. . . and he couldn't do anything
else ..

IV

... a bitter raw gust of biting cold wind cut through his skin and
bones and made him hurt all over ... he hurried back into the store
and took a brownish Scottish tweed top-coat off its rack and slipped
it on over his own imported brown lambs wool sport jacket.
"Don't they ever get cold?" he wondered. "Don't they ever get
cold and hurt all over and want to buy a nice warm tweed top-coat?"
. . . he went back to his station in front of the store in the bleak
and cold and dingy of Pitkin Avenue . ..
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... he cursed his luck and thought of the other people his age ...
snug and warm and intelligent and inspired in the auspicious halls of
Columbia and Brooklyn and Adelphi and Long Island and CCNY ...
he cursed the luck that made him live on the island instead of the city
where he would be eligible for a free education ... he cursed the luck
that made him live on the island and work in Brooklyn . .. he cursed
the luck that put him out on his own at the waning of the post-war
boom and the beginning of the recession ...

VI

... he liked clothes and he liked to sell clothes, but he didn't like
to stand out in the cold and not sell clothes . . .
. . . he liked the tweed coat and wished it were his ... it was warm
and pretty and it felt good on his shoulders ... he touched the right
sleeve with his cold left hand ... he mused at how the girls love the
feel of fine imported tweed ... girls love tweed on a man ... he wondered how many men knew that ... he wondered if he could work
that into a sales pitch ... if a guy wants to make out his tweed jacket
is one of his biggest assets . . . they love to feel it and hold it and
snuggle against it ...
. .. his mind wandered toward
obscenity ...

VII

... he wondered what the depression had been like ... worse than
this? He supposed it was ... he supposed that if the railroad hadn't
bumped his father out to Hempstead during the depression he'd still be
living in Brooklyn . . . and going to Brooklyn College, free, instead of
standing in the cold of Pitkin Avenue trying to sell ties to non-existent
customers ...

VIII

He watched the sucker glance at the $69.00 charcoal gray suit in
the recently revived Ivy league cut in the plate-glass window. He saw
th~ salesman at Crawfords' staring after his lost prospect. He counted
the man's steps as he passed the window ... one ... two ... three ...
NOW!
"That suit'll make you look five years younger mister," he grabbed
the startled man's arm, "latest style, Ivy league, the coming thing ... "
"I donneed no suit, Mack, leggo my arm ... "
"Come on inside and take a closer look at it, I want you to see
what you'd look like in that suit. Believe me, mister, you're just right
for that style, believe me, I know."
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"Sure, it's nice," the man said, looking back at the perfectly
tailored suit on the perfectly proportioned mannikin, "but sixty-nine
bucks is too much money!"
"Ferget sixty-nine bucks-look-a guy like you-in that suit you're
a walking ad for Hi and Sol-fer you-fifty-five bucks."
"Think it would be good on me?" The man said tentatively.
"Believe me." He pleaded, spreading his hands in exasperated
emphasis.
"You said fifty-five, did ya ?"
"I said fifty-nine, but ferget that-all I want you to do is see
yerself in that suit-I mean it-the price we can work out." He put
his arm around the man's back and gently began walking him towards
the plate-glass doors, "Why worry about money? You got five bucks
with ya? The suit's yours. You don't have five bucks? We'll hold it
for ya. Easy terms, take six months to pay, who cares."
Another salesman came out of the plate-glass doors and held one
of them open for the two men and smiled a warm and bright smile
that made cold and dingy Pitkin Avenue warm and bright.

COLIN WILLIAMS

Spring
The sun led the last snow from behind
the warming buildings.
The first green tips of a precocious crocus
Gave a bird friend in my garden reason to sing.
The cherry tree awoke and, finding herself all naked,
Threw a frothy new white dressing gown
About her shoulders.
Spring rustled my curtains and with sweet tears
for her tardiness spread all her things about
For her visit.
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JAMES ALBERT

The Nig,htwind's
Children
Sons to the long nightwind
Possess the meaningless
Pertinent peoples of few lives
Timeless in the endless stream
Full few know these lost
Half these lost love age
Above all, daughters of the
Phospher glow.
Bastard children to the world's night
Know the love of life
Let the nightwind rush through hollows
With the world's blessings,
Swartwind of fluid life
Too, give the night wind my wishes.
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MARY ANN WILLIAMS

1n august
In August, one love night, when dark sat on the shore
And black water touched the bank,
In August, when butterbean moon moved in the sky
And lent its white pathway to us,
In August, when we laughed our heads back to look
at the stars
And passion came
I knew you cared no longer.
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THOMAS A. DONOVAN

PERSISTENCE OF
SUN DAYS PAST
While embers stored in years of sun days past,
Build the state of flesh to charred recall;
Darkness passes. Rising at dawn to greet the
Light, which warmed the pores, I feel only
Cold, from lack to touch with sun where once it
Slept, strike the skin. Curses to forms who
Block the ounce of soul apart from heaven's hell!
But embers persist to cry thru years for carrion's
rebirth.
So wait in the shaded seat assigned, so wait,
so wait!
So list to the elders sermon defined, so list,
so list!
While schism's fate empties the
rotting meat.
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KENNETH B. KAISER

DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION:
A BASIC APPROACH
Our educational system extending from Kindergarten through the
Doctoral degree has always been recognized as the foundation upon
which our democratic society rests. Its task has been to consummate
the preparation of the individual for life in this complex society as a
self-directing citizen. This task involves much more than the inculcation of knowledge in individuals: an adult in a democracy like ours
must be capable of responsbile, self-initiated action and intelligent
decision-making; he must be able to make flexible, intelligent adaptations to various problems that will confront him. Our society confers
upon an individual simultaneously the tremendous benefits and the
tremendous responsibilities of freedom. It is the job of our educational
system to help prepare persons to reap the benefits and handle the
responsibilities of freedom.
It would seem self-evident therefore that the interior of our
educational system must approximate as nearly as possible the exterior
world into which the adult must step when he leaves the system. The
art of democratic living is obviously an art that can only be learned
through practice. Therefore the classroom should be a place in which
democracy is practiced at its best, if it is to provide the best sort of
democratic education.
Lest there be misunderstanding let it be added that this is not to
suggest that the classroom should abandon the traditional pursuit of
knowledge, but rather that knowledge should be pursued within the
highest type of democratic atmosphere possible.
If this be admitted then the question becomes one of how to go
about instituting this sort of atmosphere-if we do not already have
it in the contemporary form of our educational system.
So let us examine the atmosphere that generally prevails in American educational institutions to ascertain how democratic it is. In the
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typical classroom we find that the teacher is virtually the sole determinant of the course taken by the educational process; he lectures,
gives assignments, conducts sessions in which he answers student questions about his lecture topics or his assignments, conducts discussions
in which he plays a dominating role, and finally administers exams so
that he may evaluate the students.
This is decidedly not a practice field for democratic living. Rather
than a democratic atmosphere this must be considered an authoritarian
one. Instead of developing self-direction and self-initiative and independence in thought and action on the part of the student, there seems
to be developed obedience and dependence. This is definitely not the
type of education to provide the optimum preparation for living in
our democratic society.
Since the present form of education does not provide the democratic atmosphere needed to most effectively prepare our students for
the freedom and responsibility of an adult in our society, we must
turn elsewhere for a form of education that can provide us with the
highest type of democratic atmosphere, or at least with an atmosphere
that is decidedly democratic rather than the markedly authoritarian
one now prevailing in our country.
There apparently is at least a tentative solution to our problem in
the development of a radically new orientation to education, known as
"nondirective teaching." This type is definitely organized along democratic lines. It replaces "uni-sovereignty" with universal sovereignty ;
i.e. the students have a prominent voice in the educational process.
Thus this approach is based upon a profound faith and trust in the
innate potentialities of the student for directing himself. This faith
and trust is a manifestation of the recognition of a fundamental educational truth, which has been stated effectively by Alfred North
Whitehead:
... our pupils are alive,. and cannot be chopped into separate
bits, like the pieces of a jig-saw puzzle. In the production of
a mechanism the constructive energy lies outside it, and adds
discrete parts to discrete parts. The case is far different for a
living organism which grows by its own impulse towards selfdevelopment. This impulse can be stimulated and guided
from outside the organism, and it can also be killed. But for
all your stimulation and guidance the creative impulse towards growth comes from within, and is intensely characteristic of the individual.'
1 A. N. Whitehead, The Aims of Education and Other Essays (New York,
1956), p. 50.
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Now let us consider more specifically the nature of this educational
orientation. The first and primary task of the instructor is to develop
an acceptant climate in the classroom-a climate free of any threat
to the student. The instructor accomplishes this by displaying respect
for the worth and capacity of the student, evincing an understanding
and acceptance of the individual as h e presently is, and by the avoidance of any evaluation of the student's actions, within clearly defined
limits.
"Within clearly defined limits" leads directly into a most important
point concerning "nondirective teaching." Using this approach does
not necessarily mean that the student is in complete control of the
educational situation or that he is free to do anything : the instructor
still may impose limitations on the conduct in the classroom and he
still may play a prominent part in the direction the course takes.
This orientation has two distinguishing features: first the student is
allowed to play a prominent role in his own educational process, and
secondly that while the school and the teacher m ay place certain
limitations upon the scope of the student's freedom and self-direction,
these limita tions will be rela tively broad and clearly defined . The
important factor is not that there are limita tions, but rather the
attitude, the permissiveness, the freedom which exists within the limitations.
Thus it should be evident that this orientation entails no "Procrustean Bed" into which every teach er and group of students and
subject must fit. Rather it is as has been suggested a basic approach
to education which can be adapted to varying teacher and student
personalities and areas of study.
But let us examine further the implications of this orientation for
the classroom. It should be noted first that cooperation between the
student and the teacher-rather than student obedience of the teacher's edicts-now becomes the general rule. The teacher will plan the
course with the students rather than for them. This does not mean
that the teacher's superior experience and knowledge in the area of
the course will not count in the determination of the course's direction, but rather that it will be supplemented by a consideration of
the students' interests and motivations in the area. This would seem
to not only serve democratic purposes but also to enhance the chances
of success in terms of subject matter alone (which of course also
has a bearing on an individual's life in a democracy ) .
Secondly there is effected a radical transformation of the classroom's learning techniques. No longer are there lectures, question and
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answer periods, teacher-dominated discussions, and grade-determining
examinations dominating the educational scene. Perhaps they will
still be present to a limited extent since the students may request them
some of the time or the instructor may feel that some lectures should
be given to provide new material for the class to work with, or the
school may require an examination for course credits. But the old
procedures will play a decidedly subsidiary role with the advent of
"nondirective teaching." Furthermore it should be noted that a lecture
requested by the students or agreed upon by the students is quite a
different thing than one imposed upon the students by the teacher.
Instead the dominant procedure will be the student--dominated
discussions in which the teacher is just another individual whose
opinion should be considered for what it is worth, but not accepted as
true unless the student feels it merits this acceptance. Now the students
will have to grapple with the problems of the course themslves: the
teacher-expert with the gratuitous answers to the questions raised by
the course will be a thing of the past (this does not preclude the teacher's making available for the class his vast fund of knowledge in the
area of the course). The students own understanding and creativity
will be the dominant factors in the educational process.
However the elevation of the student to primacy does not mean
that the instructor will become a passive factor in the educational process. Rather it signifies a change in the nature of the instructor's
activity. His purpose now is to be accessible to the students for their
use of him in a professional manner-not to dominate the students.
He will give the students the benefit of his superior knowledge and
experience by raising questions and offering suggestions, rather than
by giving answers and edicts. For example the teacher can oppose the
fixed notions, hasty generalizations or superficial conclusions of the
students. An effective statement of the instructor's new role is proffered
by Dr. Nathaniel Cantor, Head of the University of Buffalo's Anthropology and Sociology Department:
The instructor's contribution includes not only knowledge of
the specific subject-matter but an understanding of the learning process. He must watch what he says, and how he says
it; he must understand when he should speak, and to whom.
The activity of the instructor is a dynamic whole whose focus
shifts as different problems emerge.'
From this brief exposition of the nature of "non-directive teaching," let us turn to the consequences of this new orientation towards
education. From observations made by instructors who have adopted
2 N . Cantor, The Dynamics of Learning (Buffalo, 1946) , p. 164.
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this basic approach to teaching and their students and a limited number of research investigations and experiments several noteworthy
conclusions have emerged.
One obvious outcome stemming from the adoption of this "nondirective" orientation is the greatly increased amount of classroom
participation by the students. An experiment by Volney Faw at Lewis
and Clark College demonstarted that student-centered or "nondirective" groups make from two to three times as many statements as the
conventional classroom groups. Furthermore over the duration of the
meetings of the "nondirective" group less than 1 /10 of the students
failed to participate.' This certainly seems to point in the direction of
the goals of a democratic education.
Secondly, student-centered discussions are much more personalized
than those in the conventional classroom. Students in this "nondirective" environment tend to express personal feelings and experiences
in relation to the subject of discussion while the conventional groups
seem to discuss for the most part discussion issues in a purely intellectual
manner, with fewer references to their own experiences. This would
seem to imply that the learning in the student-centered classes tends
to be more meaningful to the individual. The importance of this for
democratic education is self-evident.
A third positive consequence of this new approach is that it apparently fosters growth in self-understanding or self-insight on the part
of students to a greater extent than the conventional approach. Not
only have teachers and students observed this outcome, but also a preliminary study by Llewellyn Gross of one of Dr. Cantor's classes in
relation to the "non-nondirective" type class indicates this.' Assuredly
this is a most significant result as concerns preparing students for life
in a democracy in which they must manage their own lives.
A fourth favorable trend in "nondirective" education is that most
students have a tendency to work more diligently and at a more profound level than in the ordinary sort of course. The explanation seems
to be that students feel greater responsibility for their work and therefore are more active and feel a greater need to pursue course materials
to resolve important problems raised in the discussions. Probably another reason is that because students have a larger voice in determining
educational goals they accept the goals to a greater extent. Again this
obviously furthers democratic aims.
3 V. Faw, "A Psychotherapeutic Method of Teaching Psychology," The
American Psychologist, 1949, 4, p. 104-109.
4 L. Gross, "An Experimental Study of the Validity of the Non-directive
Method of Teaching," J. Psychology, 1948, 26, p. 243-8.
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Another trend favoring democratic ends is that students tend to
feel at the end of a course based on this approach that their learning
has only begun-not ended as is often the result in classes under other
orientations. This is due mainly to the fact that the students themselves
have had to grapple with the issues of the courses, and they therefore
realize how incomplete is their understanding of the questions and
how tentative the answers are. In the conventional course the authoritative answers often given by instructors tend to have a fixity which
is an obstacle to further learning.
Also, adoption of the student-centered orientation apparently
does not entail a decline in the amount of information gained by the
students. Faw administered three objective-type examinations to both
the student-centered and non-student-centered groups. The general
aptitudes of both student groups were approximately equal, although
the conventional group had a slightly higher mean grade point average in all other class work at the college. Yet despite this grade average deficit and the laws of chance and probability, the students under
this "nondirective" approach scored approximately two percentage
points higher on the average on each of the three examinations. The
explanation was that the "nondirective" discussions brought out a
wealth of authentic facts and information which often were as comprehensive and much more interestingly presented than if the instructor
had made the presentation. So apparently there will be no decline in
factual knowledge if this approach is adopted.
Finally the courses based on this orientation seem to make a difference in the life of the student-not merely in the intellectual
symbols he manipulates. What is learned in the classrooms seems to
carry over into the life and activities outside of the classroom to a
much greater extent than happens in the conventional course. Dr.
Cantor supplies this illuminating comment written by one of his
students:
Another very important part of this course is that it is taught
in such a manner that I feel I can apply it in my everyday
life. By this, I do not only mean those instances in which I
would have some connection with the field of criminology,
but the principles are made known to me in such a way as to
be applicable to things I do every day. I can honestly say that
this is the only course I have taken in my university career
that is so living for me. There is no doubt in my mind that
the reason for this is that it is not taught to the students,
rather, they do the teaching themselves. The facts are gathered by an actual struggle with them and not by a questionand-answer method. This makes evident the fact that a stu54

dent can get as much or as little out of the course as he puts
into it. This seems to me a very intelligent way to present
material, for when, if not now, are we ever going to learn?
The Criminology Class is merely a cross-section of life's
experience. •
It is the pervasive influence of this educational experience which
is so akin to that of life after the school books are put away that constitutes the most significant of all the reasons for adopting the "nondirective" orientation in a democratic educational system. It seems
self-evident that a youth's educational experiences should approximate
as fully as possible the experiences of an adult in his society, so that
when h e becomes an adult he will be as well prepared as possible to
adapt successfully to the conditions of adult life. It would seem obvious
that otherwise one would be unduly handicapped when he is thrust
into society on his own, to the d etriment of both him and society.
The above outcomes of " nondirective" education are of course
not true of every student, but it does appear thus far that all but a
small minority have attitudes towards it more favorable than unfavorable. But it must be admitted that frequently some students feel a
course conducted in this manner is of no benefit to them. However,
since this adverse reaction is necessarily true of a ny educational orientation it seems that the emphasis should be placed on the positive
results realized by the vast majority of students. Moreover if the conventional orientation is not conducive to the satisfactory realization
of democratic goals, th~n it would seem that in a real sense we would
fail in the education of those who would react negatively to the "nondirective" approach even if we were to give them the conventional
type education.
It seems reasonable to conclude on the basis of the observations
and research investigations thus far made and on the basis of the
a priori reasonableness of the argument that one can only become
prepared to live as an adult in a democracy through practice or engagement in adult-like experiences, that our democratic educational
system should seriously consider the adoption of a new basic orientation that seems to be better geared to the needs of a democratic
society than the present orientation-the "nondirective" aproach.'
5 Ca ntor, p . 257.
6 In addition to the sources listed in my footnotes I am much indebted to
Carl Rogers' Client-Centered Therapy (Boston, 1951 ).
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--30-After looking over this issue and all the old issues of CALLIOPE
and its predecessors, THE WESTERN HERALD supplement and
THE HERALD AND THE HORN, I discovered an encouraging
element in most of the work.
College writers, (and all too often in college publications ), are apt
to write directly from the shallow depths of their suddenly sensitive but
immature emotions. Western's publications, however, have managed to
maintain a certain quality overcoming this tendency. Always there has
been in our literary magazine a content of thought that reveals the
writers' perception of their world (not imaginary worlds that they
could never have experienced) . Furthermore, they have often written
into their works sharp criticism or analysis of that world.
Of course, CALLIOPE has been plagued by its share of emotional
and undeveloped stories, "toilet imagery" and tired cliches in its
poetry. But the magazine has always included works that have this
unique element of perception, sometimes well expressed, sometimes
only partially (as is natural with college writers who are essentially
beginners) .
With the wider use of non-fiction in the Spring, 1958 issue, CALLIOPE took a decisive step towards being an even stronger expression
of the ideas of Western's students.
This Spring's issue includes two essays on the desirability of completeness in art (starting, as is natural in a literary magazine, with
literary subjects) and a piece on democratic education, a topic of
primary importance to Western students and faculty.
CALLIOPE is "coming of age," just as Western is as a university.
Its development is continuous, and dependent upon its contributors
and staff. Its growth is further indicated by the buyer response and
Student Council aid that has provided enough money for fine art
work and better format.
As editor, it is not being presumptuous, I hope, to say that I am
quietly proud of this issue. Against all criticism I can say that here is
a gathering of stories, essays, and poems written not only from emotion, or even an unnamed generative force that is responsible for the
initial creation, but also from the mind. Our writers have not tried
to reveal in crude terms their "soul," traumas, or id processes for the
sake of effectiveness.
Sometimes we stumble in our expression, for we are inexperienced.
Sometimes we are profane for the sake of art. Sometimes we write
too much for a statement that is much too small. But we will become
articulate; we will not sacrifice art for the sake of profanity ; and m
the spirit of the creation which we perceive as life, we will grow.

R. B. H.
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